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President’s Message
Dear Members of SMUSA,

First and foremost, thank you for the love and support you 
have shown to the 15th SMUSA Council in 2019. At our SMUSA 
Annual General Meeting (AGM) 2019, I shared that SMUSA 
will continue to enhance our efforts focusing on student 
engagement, to continue to establish SMUSA as your reliable 
and relatable student representative body. 

To this end, the 15th SMUSA Council has, among other things, 
reviewed the SMUSA Constitution and Standing Orders and 
launched the grassroots initiative – One Step At A Time, with 

better serve and represent the SMU undergraduates. In 2019, 

and 15th year respectively. These changes come as a natural 
progression of our maturity and symbolise our continuous 
commitment to our core identity and positive changes to our 
SMU community while aligning ourselves with the University 
– to make meaningful impact and imagine a better world in 
all that we do. 

SMUSA’s core purpose has always been to represent the 

undergraduates. During our term in 2019, we have strived 
to increase SMUSA’s visibility and connection with the 

and social media presence. We humbly ask for the SMU 

to support and provide feedback to SMUSA so that we can 
continue to enhance student life in SMU. 

It is also our great pleasure to have been part of the many 
initiatives and events of the University – including but not 
limited to, Patron’s Day 2019 and Academic Year Opening 
Ceremony 2019. SMUSA is grateful towards the University 
for turning to SMUSA to hear the students’ voices and 
working with us to enhance SMU student life. It is a constant 
reassurance that the University and SMUSA work together 

thankful for the support and guidance that the various 

Thank you also to all student leaders and helpers in the 
various CBds, clubs, societies and events. It is with your 
passion and help that we were able to contribute positively 

to the SMU community in many ways and end the year on a 
good note. Thank you for lending your support to SMUSA. It 
has been a humbling opportunity serving alongside each and 
every one of you. 

Once again, on behalf of the 15th SMUSA Council, I would like 
to thank all of you, for being with us through 2019. Thank you 
for your faith and support which gave us great strengths in 
our endeavours. It is our greatest honor to have served you. 

my appreciation to everyone – fellow students and staff 
members, for this opportunity and your unwavering support. 
I am also con that the 16th SMUSA Council, led by Mr Marcus 
Wong, the 20th SMUSA President, will bring about more 
positive and meaningful changes in the new decade. Please 
lend them your greatest welcome and support as SMUSA 
continue to work towards a greater SMU student life with 
you, for you. 

Together with the SMU community, I look forward to 
witnessing the achievements of the 16th SMUSA Council and 
student leaders of 2020. 

I wish all of you a blessed and fruitful year ahead. 

Yang Peiling 
President
15th SMUSA Students’ Association Council 

Singapore Management University 
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About SMUSA
body that safeguards and champions the rights of students while creating a holistic student 

feel free to contact us through our various feedback channels. We are always open to hearing 

of your student life in SMU.

Mission

To create a credible body which 
safeguards and champions 

student rights to ignite students’ 
passion in creating a holistic 
culture for all SMU students. Vision

forge deeper relationships with all our 
stakeholders

promote the student leadership brand in 
SMU

through structural and procedural 
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Yang Peiling
    SMUSA President 

Highlights

About
The President of the SMU Students’ Association (SMUSA) is responsible 
for charting the strategic direction of the SMUSA Council and managing 

SMUSA President is the representative of the SMU Undergraduates and 

the senior management of SMU and other Universities in Singapore.
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1. Council General Direction

The focus of the 15th SMUSA Council was to go back to 
the basics and fortify SMUSA’s foundation to enhance 

SMUSA, the 15th SMUSA Council relooked internally and 
made several structural and administrative changes. 
The following initiatives were undertaken in line with 
the generic direction to enhance SMUSA’s reliability and 
relatability as the student representative body.

Enhance SMUSA branding and visibility

Following the revamp of SMUSA’s branding in 2018, we 
centred our marketing efforts on boosting our presence 

campaigns, larger welfare drives and new initiatives. 
Through our social media platform, we have also managed 
to reach out to more students on a more regularly basis 
with updates on SMUSA events.

Reviewing of the SMUSA Constitution & 
Standing Orders 

Administratively, the 15th SMUSA Council relooked the 
SMUSA Constitution and Standing Orders to better 

functionalities of SMUSA – particularly to update clauses 
that have been rendered ineffective or irrelevant with the 

adoption of technology and social media operationally. 
This ensures that the guidelines in force can accurately and 

and situations, and student life in SMU will be governed 
by a set of sustainable guidelines. 

“One Step At A Time” Initiative 

and more approachable to the SMU undergraduate 
community, that is, to be able to openly listen to their 
struggles and feedback about the school. This saw the 
birth of the initiative “One Step At A Time”, which is 
SMUSA’s guiding principal in its endeavours – to work 

providing free umbrellas for the SMU community to 
shelter themselves.

Integration of Bizcom and SMUSA 

Another milestone this year was the integration of 
Bizcom and SMUSA. Previously, Bizcom has always been a 
standing committee that served as SMUSA’s sponsorship 
arm. To better align our goals and branding, we have 
decided to subsume Bizcom under SMUSA for greater 
consistency. 
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2. Student Representation & Meetings

Coordinating Council for Students (CCS) 

which was formed at the end of 2015 and is made up 

their level of interaction with the SMU undergraduate 
population. The rationale for the selection base was to 

level initiatives. 

Student Disciplinary Review Task and Finish 
Group (“SDRT&FG”) 

members from various Schools, representatives from the 

the SMU Student Disciplinary Procedure, such that they 

approach issues such as reporting, investigations, student 

SMU Patron’s Day, SMU Vivace & SMU 
Academic Year Opening Ceremony

The SMUSA President presides over ceremonial roles at 

SMU Academic Year Opening Ceremony (AYOC). At these 
events, the SMUSA President host distinguished guests, 
which included Singapore President and SMU Patron 

which was held in place of past Convocation ceremonies 
in the spirit of inclusivity and to celebrate both the entry 
of freshmen and the return of later year students to the 
new academic year. The ceremony was preceded by SMU 

SMUSA x ComChest Heartstring Walk 2019 

SMUSA collaborated with Community Chest for this 

closer towards social inclusion. We were honored to be 
invited to be part of the event as well as partnering with 
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Student Representation & MeetingsSMUSA President

National Youth Council-Students’ Union 
Committee (NYC-SU)

which was formed in July last year and is made up of 

and various student governments’ President.  

At the same time, be the bridge between youths and 

greater collaboration between youths and government.

Students’ Union Youth Forum

The Students’ Union Youth Forum, collectively organized 

discuss current affairs pertinent to Singapore with the 

Protection from Online Falsehoods and Manipulation Act 
(POFMA) passed in Parliament in May 2019. 

Quad-Uni Dialogue 2019 & other cross-
universities dialogue 

The SMUSA President coordinates the dialogues and 
sharing session with other visiting student governments 
from local and foreign universities. 

discuss their best practices and network. This forum 

collaboration. The discussion for the “Students’ Union 
Youth Forum” stemmed from the initial sharing session 
between the four governments and their Presidents.



Vivian Poo
    SMUSA Vice President 

About

President to provide support for the overall management of the SMUSA 
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Student Representation & Meetings

Highlights
1. Deputy program 2019

to serve the Association. This year, we allow the deputy to 

Day planning. 

2. Budget endorsement meeting

need for better allocation of funds in accordance to 
the needs of all the constituent bodies (CBds), it was 

proper accounting for rollovers from prior years’ budget 
not fully utilized as well as more accurate estimations of 

were to present their internal estimation with proper 

other methods were removed. As such, more funds 

strain to work with, supporting student initiatives more 
effectively. 

3. Retreats

everyone’s work plans as well as the leadership building 
activities. 

conduct a sharing session during the start of the retreat 
with goal setting and personality activities. 

themselves but also the peers that they would we 
working with as well. We ended off the retreat with a 
game of paint ball, a team bonding activity. This brought 
the department closer together allowing us to forge bond 
and memories and building camaraderie thus reinforcing 
the belief that we would indeed be there for one another 
throughout the course of the year.  



About
The SMUSA Secretariat Department strives to safeguard students’ rights 
by ensuring that the SMUSA Constitution, Standing Orders and Guidelines 
are adhered to. The department manages daily administrative operations 

Vivian Poo
    SMUSA Honorary General Secretary

     Constance Tay, Shern Lim, Chia Jia Yi
            SMUSA Secretariat Deputy
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Highlights
1. SMUSA Annual General Meeting 
2019

The SMUSA Council AGM 2019 was held on 11 February 

and accomplishments it had achieved in the past year. 
The 15th SMUSA Council was formally introduced at the 
AGM. The SMUSA Council AGM is organised by both the 

2. Revamp of SMUSA Standing Orders 
and Guidelines

In 2019, our team has revamped the SMUSA Poster 

Standing Order. To be in line with the PDPA laws, to 
address the individual’s rights to withdraw consent, our 

for compliance by the University community when 

unsubscribe option in all their email content.

Also, we have streamline the SMUSA Poster Application 
Standing Order by including the number and size of the 
posters.

3. Elections Fever

processes for SMUSA and all CBds. It is held in Semester 

In a bid to increase the vote counts for the SMUSA General 

to ensure the student population better understood the 

cast their votes.

In 2019, SMUSA has placed more efforts on social media 
marketing for the candidates. Fortunately, this have 
helped to increase the number of voters from 1000 in 
2018 to 1200 in 2019.  
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4. SMUSA Internal Elections 

2019, in the presence of the 15th and 16th council and staff 

that got through the voting round. The internal elections 
took place following the rules and regulations set by 
the SMUSA Constitution and Internal elections standing 

follow: 

5. Handover Processes 

Committee. 

The booklet allows the incoming batch to learn about 

and Council Working Committees prior to the Students 

to brief all the incoming CBd and Club student leaders 
on the SMUSA Standing Orders and Guidelines. An 

and implement a better handover proves for all CBds and 
Clubs under SMUSA purview. 
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Constituent Bodies’ claims and deposits.

the Chairman of the Council’s Finance Committee, comprising the 

Lim Guan Kiat
    SMUSA Honorary Finance Secretary 

     Vivian Tay, Huang Li Fu
            SMUSA Finance Deputy 
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Highlights
1. Budgeting (AY 18/19 Semester 2 and 
AY 19/20 Semester 1)

of all clubs and societies of each constituent body in 
SMU and ensured that all budgets were in accordance 
with the Finance Budgeting Standards Guidelines. The 
total amount of budget for Calendar Year 2019 was 

January distributed $301,370.90 and the one in August 
distributed $275,977.65. 

2. SMUSA X OFin Mega Meeting

session for the Finance Committee. This was to educate 

of claims documentation and the main reasons for the 

claim matters. 

3. Revision of the Budget Standing 
order 

Another milestone by the 15th Finance Committee was 
the revision of the budget Standing Order in July 2019. We 
managed to change the unanimous voting mechanism 

20+ hours to a mere 6.5 hours.

4. SMUSA Contingency Loan Fund 
(CLF)

and their respective constituent clubs with timely cash 

Year accounting/annual workplan cycle.
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FACT and SMUSA to improve the compliance of 

6. SMUSA Internal Financial Guideline

management activities and decisions within SMUSA. 

within SMUSA and ensures that SMUSA funds are used 
prudently.

7. Bizcom Finance

Another milestone was the integration of the SMUSA 
and Bizcom Finance. This allows SMUSA to better use 
into the income generated by its sponsorship arm to 

of scholarship/awards given out to cater to more needy 

subsumed under SMUSA. 



About

portfolio is the bridge between the student population and the University 

as BOSS bidding, degree progression, and library services. The bulk of the 

students through various initiatives.

Hilliary Giam 
    SMUSA Academic and Welfare Secretary 

     Victoria Cheung, Teo Kai Ting
            SMUSA Academic and Welfare Deputy  
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Highlights
1. SMUSA Student Survey (SSS)

Paying homage to the 15th SMUSA Council’s vision 
of With You, For You – the surveys were undertaken 
as a platform that empowers students’ feedback on 

the continued success of the 14th SMUSA Council’s 
Academic and Welfare Secretary, Daniel, initiative to 
facilitate the spirit of sharing information in the form of a 
comprehensive report has seen about a 15% increase in 

decided to compile the aggregated results for consenting 
stakeholders in a comprehensive report. Such a report also 
increases transparency by providing basic information on 
survey methodology.

2. Name Card Drive

the opportunity to make name cards that can be used to 
establish professional connections during networking 
sessions, internships and other interactions with working 
professionals. 

Through this initiative, SMUSA seeks to contribute to 
the professional development of SMU students and to 
communicate the Association’s dedication to helping 
students create and make the most of opportunities for 
career development. A total of 125 students signed up for 
this year’s drive.

3. Welfare Drives

Welfare drives are usually conducted every semester to 
communicate care and concern to the student population. 
SMUSA focuses on helping students through the arduous 
academic term and boosting their morale. This also 
serves as one of SMUSA’s main forms of contact with the 
general student population. Furthermore, it gives SMUSA 

sponsors.

SMUSA Welfare Drive 2019 was conducted once in each 
semester this year. In line with our communications 

Hillary
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You, For You’ vision, the welfare drives were scaled up, 
catering to a larger student population with welfare items 
centring on the basic needs and necessities of our SMUSA 
members. Our welfare drives were conducted before the 

needed boost for this tremulous period. We would also 

Bizcom and our participating sponsors for making our 
welfare drives a reality and a success.

4. Pilot Professional Image and 
Business Etiquette with Dato’ Kho 
Hui Meng Career Centre (DKHMCC)

With curriculum restricting of the Finishing Touch 
Workshops (FTW) and the evolving academic needs of our 
SMUSA members, the department decided to run a pilot 

initiative to gauge demand for future various academic 
initiatives.

throughout this piolet collaboration and were able to 
gather insightful feedback on the needs of our SMUSA 
members. Corroborating the results from the SSS, it 
has chartered a clearer direction for future academic 
initiatives by our department.



About
The Communications Department is in charge of safeguarding and 
promoting SMUSA’s outward image. We look after the Association’s 
marketing and public relation functions which consist of overseeing all 
communication channels. This includes managing SMUSA’s social media 
accounts such as Instagram, website, noticeboards.

Norman Tay
    SMUSA Communications Secretary 

     Vivian Ong, Sheena Yong
            SMUSA Communications Deputy    
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Highlights
1. Increased follower count: 
From 832 to 2,259

2. SMU Freshmen Experience 
(Branding the different freshmen 
events under a consistent theme)

giveaway contest for students which 
led to increased student interaction
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Michelle Chrestella Lie
    SMUSA Corporate Relations Secretary 

About
Set up in 2000, SMU Bizcom is the Business Development Arm of the SMU 
Students’ Association.

Bizcom aims to enhance student welfare through student events, 
partnerships with corporate clients and through monetary contributions 
to SMUSA and student life activities. We regularly interact with a multitude 
of sponsors to secure only the best deals for SMU Students and Staff. 

Our mission: To be the Business Development Arm of SMUSA with credible 
reputation that enhances SMU students’ welfare through organizing 

discounts.

Highlights
1. Grassroots Working Committee: 
Share-Lah Umbrella Initiative

Umbrella stands were placed around SMU Campus to 
provide help for students in times of heavy rain.

2. Valentine’s Day Bazaar: La Vie en 
Rose

students to showcase their entrepreneurial spirits by 
setting up booths to sell products and/or services.

3. Freshmen Bash: Youngblood

and Ms SMU to guest performances dropping cool beats. 



About

events landscape in SMU for our students. We work hand in hand with 

our incoming undergraduates into SMU. This includes the planning and 

a new event known as the SMUSA Carnival, which is done in collaboration 
with SMUSA Welfare Drive. This event hosts game booths which aims to 
bring greater value to our students, focusing on bringing students more 
entertainment and fun. 

Klyssa Jamie Chong
    SMUSA Events Secretary

     Marcus Wong, Shaun Teo
            SMUSA Events Deputy
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Highlights
1. The Summit – Freshmen Experience

Summit. 

The Summit represents four main SMUSA events held 
during Summer. Summit represents the peak of the 
mountain, and the highest point or level of achievement. 
We feel that SMU university life will be similar to one’s 
peak in the freshmen’ lives. 

All the SMUSA events are also arranged chronologically, 

button, which marks the start of Summer with SMU. With 

committee the autonomy to decide on their event 

2. SMU Freshmen Experience Day
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designed to introduce the various student bodies to 
incoming undergraduates.

This year, we have a total of 17 booths set up by the different 

gain a better understanding of our academic offerings 

SMU. In addition to that, we further showcased our vibrant 
student life by incorporating various short performances 

given out, all in an effort to welcome freshmen in the 
warmest way possible. 

Committee and support from all our stakeholders, 
ranging from sponsors to each and every CBd, we were 

2019.

3. SMU Freshmen Orientation (FO)

overnight event, is an integral part of the freshmen 

their peers from different faculties and backgrounds. This 

the revelries of summer and seek to incorporate as 
many elements of SMU’s student life as possible – which 
gave rise to the involvement of various CCA groups and 

With an attendance of more than 1700 students over 
the 3 runs, FO is the largest freshmen event in SMU. Its 

success would not have been possible if not for the hard 

facilitators, helpers and staff over the summer break.

4. SMU VIVACE

annual CCA Fair involving more than 100 clubs and 

lived up to its name and concluded 2019’s Freshmen 

way around Campus Green and Concourse, they will be 

booth activities and live demonstrations. All freshmen 

that are the attractive prizes to be won from our lucky 
draws, mini stage games and Instagram competitions. 

committee is sure proud to have attracted a total of over 

4. SMUSA CARNIVAL

student community in SMU. We do this through our 
signature welfare drives, occurring on different scales 
throughout each semester. In order to bring greater 
value to our students, the SMUSA Carnival is a new event 

different game booths and prizes, focusing on bringing 
students more entertainment and fun within the school 
community. It allows students to head down to the event, 
and simply unwind. Students also stand to win attractive 
and handy prizes ranging from power bank chargers, 
stationary, tumbler, handy fans, travel adaptors and even 



About

committee of the SMU Students’ Association. We 
aim to cultivate a familial culture by ensuring 

Truly Malaysia, Woori Sayi and Yim Siam.

Cavier Ong
    SMUSA International Students’ Secretary 
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Highlights
1. Food Hunt Friday, Get to Know and 
Speak Series

In the effort to make culture more relatable for everyone 
and promote the 12 cultural clubs, the Marketing 
department came out with the aforementioned three 
initiatives to feature locations, places, food and culture 
on our Facebook and Instagram platforms. It was a huge 

engage with the students and the 12 cultural clubs to 
make this a success.

2. ICON Fest 2019

with the 12 cultural clubs to celebrate the lunar new year 
by showcasing the different customs and festive food of 
the different cultures. 

3. Buddy Programme: Night Safari, 
Cosmic Bowling and Lao Di Fang

we decided to change things up and introduce our 
international friends to the things that they and the 
local students are able to relate to. This facilitates the 
interaction and building of bonds between the buddies 
while learning more about each other cultures or 

4. ICON Bidding Workshop 2019

We all know that bidding process can be challenging and 
thus we conducted a bidding workshop specially for the 
international freshmen. It spanned across two days and 
we have more than 60 students attending. What’s more 
is that we also offer skype sessions for those who are 
coming to Singapore at a later date.  
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7. ICON Night: Kings and Queens

Community. Therefore, for one night, each of them would 

all to dress up, buffet dinner, have fun and look back at 

8. ICON Wel-Bye-Fare

refreshments for students to recharge amidst the 
gruelling midterms. On top of that, we promoted The 
Purple Parade event as a means for greater inclusion 
within the SMU community.

5. ICON Camp 2019

day camp which focuses on providing a platform to learn, 

heartlands of Singapore instead of tourist attractions, 

more freedom for the students to facilitate by having a 

6. SMU Diverse-City 2019

evolution of culture. a fresh take on culture highlighted 
its modern version rather than the traditional ones but 
yet show the distinctiveness between them. It was an 
effort to make culture more relatable for all students and 
to show the school that the SMU community is vibrant 
and diverse. The 9 days event showcased a parade, dance 
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Operations Secretary has the following core functions: Chairman of the Grassroots Working 
Committee, Chairman of the SMUSA Assets Management Committee (Overseeing the 
management and maintenance of all student life assets), strategic management and 

Royston Lee
    SMUSA Operations Secretary 

     Alvin Tan, Lim Kian Seng
            SMUSA Operations Deputy
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Highlights

1. ShareLah

in the council, the Grassroots Working Committee have 
come up with the “One Step At A Time” initiative. This 

council, can bring about great improvements to students’ 

after gathering feedbacks from students, where we 
realized one of the biggest issue is for students to get 

4 umbrella stands at different places around school. 
Whether rain or shine, SMU students or staff are able to 

in to thank us for the initiative and supported by putting 
their unused umbrellas into our umbrella stand for the 
community’s usage when needed. 

2. Continued improvements to the 
current asset tagging system 

One of the main efforts of the SMUSA Assets Management 
Committee’s was to review the asset tagging system 
implemented last year. SMUSA Operations Department 
worked on a new asset tagging template to better track 
the records and inventories of SMUSA’s assets. It helped 
simplify the tracking of assets, reduced cost due to loss 
and enabled comprehensive tracking of maintenance 
and downtime. 

3. SMUSA Hub Usage and Asset 

SMUSA Operations Department continued to oversee the 
daily operations of asset loaning and hub booking made 
by the student body. The support to student clubs and 
events would not be made possible, without the great 
contributions by the deputies of SMUSA Operations 

improved with the combined efforts of ACF and SMUSA 

bookings of dance clubs and to reconcile with the one off 
bookings from student clubs/events.  SMUSA Operations 
Department also formulated a new asset loaning SOP to 
better facilitate the process by keeping it simple, keeping 

stakeholder to be accountable to the assets loaned as 
well. To deal with the overwhelming summer loans, the 
Operations Department has also formulated a plan to 
better sort and facilitate the summer events. Apart from 
improving and tightening the processes, the Operations 
Department has also increased their support for the 
student population by increasing the number and variety 

basic assets such as table and chairs to more premium 
ones such as walkie talkies and speakers. This aided large 
scale events and multiple other events, especially during 
peak loaning periods.
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SMU Students’ Association Council

- SMU Accounting Society 
- SMU Business Society (BONDUE) 
- SMU Information Systems Society (Ellipsis) 
- SMU Law Society (The Bar) 
- SMU School of Social Sciences Society
  (SOSCIETY)
- SMU Economics Society (OIKOS)

School 
Constituent 
Bodies
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SMU Accounting Society 
(ASoc)

Highlights

Seniors’ Night

event was held to thank our dear graduating batch for 
their avid contributions to SMU and ASoc in particular, as 
well as to celebrate their upcoming graduation.

Project Moolah

community. This year we worked alongside Outram and 

About
ASoc is the student representative body of School of 
Accountancy. We serve our students through various 
initiatives in Academics, Professional Development and 

to hone valuable skill sets through our initiatives, be 
the bridge between students and faculty and care for 

welfare drives.
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SMU-ISCA Case Competition

competition in partnership with ISCA and the SPF on the 
31st of August 2019. 46 teams competed against each over 
in case scenarios modelled after actual cases tackled by 
the Commercial Affairs Department (CAD), for a chance 
to walk away with $1,600 and internship placements with 

ASoc Night

was a resounding success, with a stunning pageant show, 
entertaining games and performances. Thank you to all 

and esteemed professors for making this event such a 

SMU-CC Charity Transparency 
Framework

assessment of charities, a smaller team worked with 
the Charity Council to review and improve the current 
frameworks used by charities in Singapore. 

ASoc Camp

“Incendio”, ASoc Camp 2019 was held from 22th July to 
24th July, where incoming freshmen were introduced to 
the ASoc Family. A huge thank you to all the facilitators 
and organizing committee for making this event a 
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SMU Business Society 
(BONDUE)

Highlights

several milestones that are in line with our Mission and 

to serve the Welfare, Social, Academic and Professional 
interests of the business student population. The 
following are some of our highlights throughout the year 
and we have also featured three of our achievements on 
the following page:

Bondue Camp 2019 – FARRAGO

Business School Freshmen the platform to forge bonds 
with one another and to familiarize themselves with the 
SMU facilities. The programmes and activities planned 
aims to integrate and facilitate the transition into this 
new phase of life, university. Through this 3 days camp, 

and games with the aim of integrating them into this 

About
The SMU Business Society, known affectionately as 
Bondue, was founded in 2005. Bondue is the student 

population’s Welfare, Social, Academic and Professional 

fronts; build strong communal bonds within the business 
student population; uphold the highest standards of 

spirit is known by many as the Bondue spirit and it is 
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Slightly Scarlet 2019

Business students to give back to society through its 
annual philanthropic fashion show. Slightly Scarlet 2019 
has held 6 public campaigns at various locations such 
as The Cathay, Orchard Central and Orchard Gateway, in 
hopes of educating the public and raising more funds for 
Guide Dogs Singapore. Besides our public campaigns, we 
also organized school campaigns to promote our cause. 
Through our campaigns and various activities, we have 

Farewelfare: Förändra

cues from one of the most sustainable countries in 2018, 
Sweden, the initiative encapsulates that direction by 

sets out from an inspiration to advocating one change in 
a person’s life, be it a habit, an action, or a choice. Instead 
of focusing on the macro movements and making big 
changes, we feel that it is more viable to encourage 

changes in their individual lives that will eventually 
accumulate and impact the bigger society.
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SMU Information Systems 
Society (Ellipsis)

Highlights
New Major on the Block: Bridging the 
gap and forming new relationships 
for Computer Science students

In August 2019, SIS launched the new Bachelor of Science 
(Computer Science) programme to cater to the growing 

and curated a series of events to develop the SIS spirit 
among all our SIS students. In doing so, all freshmen were 
invited to the annual SIS Freshmen Camp, Metamorphosis 
where they interacted with students across different 

among the freshmen. We have also planned initiatives 

students with valuable Python programming skills that 

semester of school. 

About

several milestones that are in line with our vision and 
mission. 

several new initiatives to cater to the diverse interests of 
our students. The following are some of the highlights of 
our year as well as the key milestones our committee has 
achieved:

   Singapore Computer Society)
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Providing mentorship opportunities 
for all SIS students

In light of the curriculum changes as well as diverse 

pumped up our efforts to develop a culture of sharing 
and mentoring among our peers. The year 2019 saw 
the launch of a series of mentoring initiatives where 
the 15th Management Committee worked closely with 
organisations such as The Product Circle, Singapore 
Computer Society and our alumni to provide a platform 
for technical skills development as well as career sharing 
sessions for students to make a more informed decision 

Project Heartcode 2019

these youths to Social Issues.

in using various Internet of Things technology. At the 

staff members.

Exploresis 2019

SIS students, with the aim of engaging and enticing 
prospective students from various Polytechnics and 

from coming to SMU, what opportunities we offer as 

seniors and alumni from companies such as Govtech 
and Microsoft, were invited down to share about the SIS 

up to the challenge and planned a myriad of fun and 
engaging activities such as talks by SIS professors as well 

fundamentals of programming. The event pulled in more 

colleges around Singapore. 

Inaugural Ellipsis Tech Day 2019

15th Management Committee to all SMU students. This 
initiative aims to assist SMU students who are interested 
in a tech career to gain a deeper understanding about 
the current outlook of the industry. Distinguished guest 

developments in the tech scene. Students are also invited 
to an open networking with more than 20 companies to 
source for tech related career/internship opportunities. 
The initial launch of the event garnered the interests of 
over 200 SMU students from the various schools.
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SMU Law Society 
(The Bar)

Highlights
Chinese New Year Lo Hei and 
Festivities 

hosted a lo hei session, where students from all across 
the batches and faculty and staff members are invited to 
come down for a lo hei session to celebrate the Chinese 

the student groups in the lo hei session lead by the Bar 

to be dressed up as a lion dancing crew and went around 

Tan Kok Quan Partnership sponsored 
End-of-Semester Welfare

grateful to have a sponsored welfare commemorating 

Partnership. During the event, students were treated to 

session, we were also fortunate to have lawyers from the 

This would no doubt provide a networking opportunity 
for students to understand how practice works, as well 

can apply to for training contract.  Special thanks to our 

About

the students’ professional and academic interests while seeking to forge a stronger sense of community among the 
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Halloween Celebration

saw over 20 participants dressed up in costumes of their 

dressed award. The school atmosphere was vibrant and 
lively, and many students had loads of fun and laughter 
when looking at the different kinds of costume. All in all, 

Rajah&Tann End-of-Semester 
Welfare

20 draws to a close, we come together once again to 
celebrate the end of another tiring and draining semester 
with a sumptuous spread of buffet with live stations in 
celebration of the hard work that everyone has put in and 
achievements received over the semester. As we prepare 

for friends to gather and look back to the semester and 
think about what they have done and the wonderful 
moments shared together. It was a special night for 

SMU Law Camp - Astron

of more than 130 freshmen. Although it was not an 
overnight camp, the organising committee was able to 
maintain the “fun” aspect of the camp by providing for 
a beach day, where participants went down to Sentosa 
to play beach games and have a good time with their 
friends. The traditional events such as the Fake Moot 

Law Graduation Night 2019

Another signature annual event which saw the farewell 
celebration of the seniors held at Sentosa at One Degree 
Fifteen, Boaters Bar. Faculty members were also invited 

cohort prior to commencement, and the entire event was 

SMU Law Night - Kalon

The annual law pageant, a highly anticipated event 
comprising a night of dance performances, singing and 

in Wan Club, the event saw over 200 attendees as they 
watch the pagentees battle it out for who is worthy of 

making the event a wonderful success.
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SMU SOSCIETY

Highlights

About

(SOSS). SMU undergraduates attempting a primary or secondary degree leading to the Bachelor of Social Sciences 

Major Events

Freshmen Orientation Camp – The Aftermath 

Our orientation camp “The Aftermath” took place from 

days of games and bonding.

15th Anniversary Welfare

We marked the year with an unforgettable 15th 

where students, both past and present, got together for 

years of service to the Social Sciences Community and 

Professional Development and 
Academic Events

Freshman 101 Workshop

The incoming freshmen caught a glimpse of academic 
life in SMU during the Freshmen 101 workshops held by 

Department. Students learnt how to navigate BOSS 
Bidding, OASIS and Facility Booking Systems. It was 
warmly received with over 200 freshmen in attendance.

Internship Talk

The incoming freshmen caught a glimpse of academic 
life in SMU during the Freshmen 101 workshops held by 

Department. Students learnt how to navigate BOSS 
Bidding, OASIS and Facility Booking Systems. It was 
warmly received with over 200 freshmen in attendance.
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Community Service

Inaugural OSCP - Project Dilaab

be travelling to Iloilo in the summer of 2020 to serve the 
local community and create lasting meaningful learning 

Local CSP - Passion for Compassion

Passion for Compassion (P4C) is a weekly community 
service programme where students travel to the Institute 

bonding activities. For students, this programme is a 

skills and increase their awareness of mental health in 
Singapore.

Major Decisions Talk

This talk is for students to learn more about the primary 

Sciences, with attendance open to all students of SMU. 

deeper insights into the enrichment offered by each 

Career Fair

of Foreign Affairs took time to come down and broaden 
students’ perspectives on a diverse range of industries 
and future career options.
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SMU Economics Society
(OIKOS)

Highlights

About

course of their study. 

Mission

Vision

OIKOS Camp OIKOS Day and Bash: Under the Stars

Under the Stars is an annual event where we aim to 

traditional pageant segment.
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Mentoring Program

community to link up with each other. Incoming batches 
of Year 1 Freshmen will be paired with seniors to help 

or campus life. 

OIKOS Connections 

and working professionals from a wide range of industries 

for casual conversations to take place, allowing students 

achieving their career goals.
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SMU Students’ Association Council

 - SMU Arts & Cultural Fraternity (ACF)
 - SMUXtremists (SMUX)
 - SMU Sports Union (SSU)
 - SMU Special Interest and Community Service   
   Sodality (SICS)

CCA Constituent
Bodies
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Highlights

About

student life. The past year has been a memorable one for SMU ACF. Breaking many boundaries, the Fraternity, and its 
23 clubs, have scaled to greater heights in many aspects.

Change of ACF Logo

One of our biggest milestones of 2019 would be the 

our ACF members. 

the appreciation of and participation in various arts forms 
brings out two different sides of an individual. Secondly, 
the letter “C” was crafted with the intention of representing 
a symbol of a magnet, where it connects people from 
different clubs to unify them as one fraternity. Finally, the 

our ACF tagline, #onefratonefam.

SMU ACF Arts Camp 2019

the culture and crafts practiced by our ACF Clubs.

In 2019, our SMU ACF Arts Camp Organising Committee 
went above and beyond, working closely with the 15th 

2019 also featured renowned brands as sponsors, such as 

In a survey conducted amongst 80 freshmen participants, 
98.8% of respondents indicated that they had increased 

SMU Arts & Cultural 
Fraternity (ACF)
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SMU ACF EVE Appreciation Night 2019

where everyone with a love for the Arts gathers to unwind 

23 ACF Clubs.

revamps in the direction of this event. In previous years, 

going atmosphere to unwind, have fun and celebrate the 
Arts in SMU.
In a survey conducted amongst 41 attendees of the 
event, 92.7% of respondents indicated that they would 

future, and 100% of respondents indicated that they had 

SMU ACF Welfare Drives

2019 also saw the success of our two ACF Welfare Drives, 
held in February and October, which drew crowds of over 
200 attendees. With sponsorships from companies such 

with both full hearts and full stomachs
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Highlights

About

outdoor and adventure community. Since its inception, 

members, partaking in varying disciplines where they 
can push their personal boundaries, achieve personal 
mastery and contribute meaningful impact to various 
communities
. 

effectively put SMU in the limelight of the outdoor and 

large scale signature events and social initiatives such 

2019: The Winds of Change

proposition of outdoor and adventure activities in the university as well as a worrying trend of decreasing weekly 

ensure the sustainability of our initiatives for the years to come. 

SMU City RedX Games 

Over 250 people participated in the gruelling challenge 

SMUXtremists (SMUX)
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SMUX Camp 2019

The annual event was the biggest camp yet, hosting over 

a variety of activities representing the 7 teams, serving as 
a platform to develop their interest and appreciation for 
outdoor and adventure.

SMU Skatathon 2019

The 4th edition of SMU Skatathon also drew its biggest 
crowd of 160 skaters across the categories of 5km,21km 
and 42km. The event was also an international one, 
hosting skaters from over 9 different countries.

PedalxPaddle

that brought over 60 SMU students on a day full of fun 

Nite Bike

catered to various biker skill levels, taking over  63 riders 

famed supper places and roads less travelled. 

Making Meaningful Impact: 
Bike4Change4 

Bike4Change made their way to Bohol in December for 

and ride safety classes to enhance their student’s 
knowledge of cycling. 
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Highlights

About
The Singapore Management University Sports Union 
(SSU) was founded in January 2005 as one of the four 

Working closely with SMU Students’ Association Council 

governing and representative body of all 31 Sports Clubs 
in SMU.

The SSU Family consists of the Management Committee 
and all 31 Sports Clubs under the Union. It is also the 
largest CCA Constituent Body in SMU.

SSU’s core functions include promoting sports in SMU 
through signature events spearheaded by the union, 
and to provide support for, and protect the interests of 
its member clubs by formulating policies and guidelines. 

up with new initiatives to better the management of 
the clubs and to cultivate a stronger, better sporting 
community here in SMU.

Mission:

2. To promote and safeguard the interests of all members in SSU

Motto:
Might of One, Strength from All.

Sports Leaders Camp

leaders of our 31 sports clubs who hold positions within 

become an avenue where our sports leaders can come 

about each club’s strengths and challenges faced in their 

ties within the sporting community in SMU. 

SMU Sports Union (SSU)

This year, the 15th Management Committee incorporated 

various clubs which helped impart important leadership 
values to our sports leaders. Our MC got the opportunity 

gave us the rare opportunity to interact with our clubs in 
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Sports Appreciation Night

recognize the sporting achievements of our SMU athletes 
from the past year, as well as a night for the entire sporting 
community to bond and interact over food, games and 

Yin Yong, Chairman of SportSG grace our event as our 

received among our athletes. With 3 different tiers of 
awards such as “Sportsman of the Year” and “SSU dance 

over 180 participants across all of our sports clubs.

Sports Camp – Blast 2019

SMU Sports Camp remains a vital and necessary platform 
to promote the sporting culture within SMU. The camp 
served to introduce the freshmen to SMU Sports Union 
and acts as a platform for our clubs to promote their 
sports and talent spot players from the incoming batch of 
freshmen as they prepare for their upcoming Singapore 

Sports Camp – Blast 2019 continued to live up to 
its reputation as being one of the most anticipated 
freshmen camps in SMU. With over 20 different sports 

perfect start to promote SMU’s vibrant sporting culture 
among the freshmen. This year’s participants thoroughly 

performances that our organizing committee and 
facilitators had planned out for them over the summer 

Camp has allowed our 288 freshmen to forge numerous 
unforgettable memories and leave the event with newly 
formed friendships. 

Waikiki

Waikiki is SMU’s annual beach event and has always been 
one of the most effective platforms in getting the student 
population down to bond and forge stronger friendships 
through sports. Waikiki’s organizing committee consisted 

to improving the sporting culture in SMU continues to 
impress us. 

one of the highest this year with over 1,000 participants 
from both our student population and public with teams 
from various institutions such as corporate companies 
and varsity teams.
Waikiki 2019 was made possible with the support of 
SMU Bizcom and the hard work put in by our organizing 
committee. With 9 competitive sports, several fringe 
carnival games, musical performances and our famous 
beach pageant, Waikiki 2019 became a hit among not 
only SMU students, but the public as well.
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SMU Special Interest and 
Community Service Sodality
(SICS)

Highlights
SMU Open House

anticipation and opportunities for the participants of 

through our wide variety of interest groups. 

Freshmen Experience Day

We welcomed the freshmen of 2019 at the Freshmen 

in serving the community.

About
The SMU Special Interest and Community Service Sodality 
(SICS) is committed to promote a vibrant, meaningful and 
memorable student life within Singapore Management 
University (SMU). With that, we pledge to enhance the 

Since 2007, SICS has been championing the rights and 

as our management philosophy. With the commitment 
of our seniors, the interest groups continue to grow and 

presents us with the opportunity to interact with many 

appeals to different members of the student population.
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SICS Community Service Camp

Together with the collaboration of 4 community service 
clubs, this camp was a great success as over 380 

night camp ended with participants having fun with their 

service culture.

SICS Day

Day is organized for the clubs in SICS to showcase and 
promote their respective interest. Coordinated by the 

the Management Associates of SICS, the 23 clubs of SICS 
promoted their interests to the school population. 

SMU Challenge

community consisting of students, staff, faculty and 
alumni to raise awareness for the special needs 
community in Singapore. 
Through a series of Purple Outings, SMU volunteers would 

forge bonds while learning more about their needs. The 

Walk for Good. 

SICS Welfare Drive

The response and reception to the event was a testament 
of our clubs’ unwavering support to SICS. 
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SMU Students’ Association Council

Appendix
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Statement of Income and Expenditure
SMUSA

SMUSA Exco (include ICON)

ICON

ASOC

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 47670.87
Administrative operations 76502.58
Total 124173.45

Participation in SMU event 0

Club organized activities 79081.72
Administrative operations 76502.58
Total 155584.3

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 31410.85
Administrative operations 
Total 31410.85

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 57784.09
Administrative operations 11492.7
Total 69276.79

ExCo 
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Statement of Income and Expenditure Statement of income and expenditure
BONDUE

The Bar

OIKOS

Sosciety

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 97875.03
Administrative operations 167
Total 98042.03

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 16450.33
Administrative operations 6028.37
Total 22478.7

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 28000.84
Administrative operations 570.16
Total 28571

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 24458.17
Administrative operations 50.51
Total 24508.68

THE BAR

SOSCIETY
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Statement of Income and Expenditure
SMUSA

SMUSA Exco (include ICON)

ICON

ASOC

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 47670.87
Administrative operations 76502.58
Total 124173.45

Participation in SMU event 0

Club organized activities 79081.72
Administrative operations 76502.58
Total 155584.3

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 31410.85
Administrative operations 
Total 31410.85

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 57784.09
Administrative operations 11492.7
Total 69276.79
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Statement of income and expenditure
Ellipsis

SICS

ACF

SSU

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 56079.82
Administrative operations 570.16
Total 56649.98

Participation in SMU event 10292.57

Club organized activities 87022.65
Administrative operations 15071.83
Total 127581.11

Participation in SMU event 72746.77

Club organized activities 283310.34
Administrative operations 191062.85
Total 560353.26

Participation in SMU event 32046.54

Club organized activities 336133.81
Administrative operations 32007.22
Total 507970.05
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Statement of Income and Expenditure
SMUSA

SMUSA Exco (include ICON)

ICON

ASOC

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 47670.87
Administrative operations 76502.58
Total 124173.45

Participation in SMU event 0

Club organized activities 79081.72
Administrative operations 76502.58
Total 155584.3

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 31410.85
Administrative operations 
Total 31410.85

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 57784.09
Administrative operations 11492.7
Total 69276.79
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Statement of income and expenditure Statement of income and expenditure

SMUSA Council (As a whole)

SMUX

Participation in SMU event 0

Club organized activities 47924.32
Administrative operations 30
Total 48750.19

Participation in SMU event 115085.88

Club organized activities 1056337.03
Administrative operations 333553.38
Total 1641982
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Statement of Income and Expenditure
SMUSA

SMUSA Exco (include ICON)

ICON

ASOC

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 47670.87
Administrative operations 76502.58
Total 124173.45

Participation in SMU event 0

Club organized activities 79081.72
Administrative operations 76502.58
Total 155584.3

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 31410.85
Administrative operations 
Total 31410.85

Participation in SMU event 

Club organized activities 57784.09
Administrative operations 11492.7
Total 69276.79


